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For a ijreat number of peoole in the Netherlands the question
"what is the Rhine doing?” is of paramount importance, whether
day by day or during certain critical periods.
_
In case of rapid rising or high upper-water the establishment
of the special dyke-guard must be considered in order to prevent
the undesired consequences of softening oi and seepage through
the high dykes (the three Rhine-branches in the Netherlands are
3_ying over a length of 3GQ km higher than the land). Throughout
the year the management of the Rhine water, stored in the Ysselmeer
(1200 km2) for purposes of fresh water provision for three pro¬
vinces has to be effected as efficiently as possible.
Also during the entire year, the question ^what is the Rhine
doing?” is put by everyone, %vho is connected with the important
navigation on the Rhine. The daily broadcasting of the water stages
at the Rhine-gauges therefore satisfies many interests. The
Question arises whether it- might be nossible to make a sti^l more
profitable use of the available data .by a continuous prognose pi...
the stages based on indications of rise or fall, which hayealready
come into action. Of course every shipper or freighter cultivates
this art due to experience. It is evident however, that even a
many years experience must stay behind in comparison with what
a good compilation of exact observation data can give, iherefore
it will be triad here to show, where extensive investigations on
behalf of the Rijkswaterstaat in the Netherlands, for the heneiit
of flood-stage forecasting on the Rhine have led to.
It is possible that herewith a way has been taken, which
opens perspectives also for navigatioju .
, , ^
,
For“considerations of hydrologic character and data about the
riverbasin see literature [1]
[9]

i 2. Foundation of the diagram.
Waterstages and discharges at different stations along a
river are mutually more ©r less connected. When the connection
is very close it may be expressed in a connection-curve. When,
between two gauges there is an important supply from one
a-multitude of connection-curves is necessary to reproduce the
connection. For more stations and more tributaries this system
is no longer surveyable and difficult to manage.
The method of adding the discharges leads to single and
proportionally exact results. But this method of "working 1 .cks
in a still greater degree each surveyability.
The nucleus of the method, developed-in the Netheriands,
lies in the solution, specially found for the problem ox the
connection. The base of comparison of waterstages and dxsenarges
is here not looked for in the emperical waterstages and discharges
themselves, but in the structure .of .tfie^r^yerbaslju.

fig 1

The result is shcw!j in fig. 1. Along the vertical scale
at the left is put the discharge coefficient c in m3/sec km2.
Along the horizontal seel*1 the discharge in ra3/sec. Of course
such a ccnnecticn becomes fer each gauge
a straight line. At the
left^are given under the sheaf Kdine (Rhein) 8 straight lines
for $ gauges of the Rhine itself, at the right beneath the sheaf
Tributaries are given 6 straight lines for six basins situated
between the 3 Rhine-gauges (Andernach has been taken as well)
and 2 straight lines, that will be discussed nearer in § 4.
The slope of the lines is fixed by the relation area basin x
discharge coefficient sr discharge.
The diagram has been constructed on the data, collected
in table !„
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Gundelshelm (HLochingen)
Kleinheubach (GriesheLm)
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■ x) including the increase of the basin from the preceding as far as the
next Rhine-gauge',

xx) including half of the Increase of the basin.
^x) gives the increase from Kaub to Cologne minus the Moselle as far as
Treves (Trier)
In this table the Swiss basin has only been counted for
50 % because 70 % is situaued behind the 10 great lakes, owing
to which rises are only passed on enfeebled and delayed. As a
comnensation of this eliminated basin the discharge is augmented
with a constant amount of-400 m3/sec , that is a little bit more
than the lowest known discharge at Rheinfelden0

- 3 § 3. The indication-gauges for the Rhine.
For each of the & gauges on the Rhine is a discharge-curve
availeble. The connection between water stage and discharge has
been transferred to the diagram by.inscribing the heights
concerned at the place where the corresponding discharge is
read from the x-axis. At Worms 550 * , the discharge is there
3350 m3/sec . Is the height at Mainz 15 hours later 560
then
the discharge there is 3950 m3/sec. The increase, great oQQ m3/
sec, is the contribution from the basin of 29000 km2 between
Worms and Main®, principally formed by the Main. For the sake
of simplicity we talk of the contribution of the Main.
We have now in drawing in the sheaf Rhine the complete
discharge curves of the 3 mein gauges. On the Y-axis the
discharge coefficient is read, so that all water-heights, lying
on a horizontal line, belong to a homogeneous discharge condition
of the. whole river basin. When therefore in the basin cf the •
Rhine a more or less permanent situation occurs with an equally
distributed precipitation, the heights at the gauges read under
these conditions will lie in a horizontal line. Such discharge
conditions'do occur, but mostly in the low areas. Close to the
lines are inscribed in small rectangles the flow-times
as far
as Lobith in 24 Lours and hours. The minima are on the line
c * 0,025. At higher as well as at lower heights the flow-times
become longer,>
§ 4. The indication gauges for the tributaries.
In fig. lare 6 ahrupt enlargements of the river-basin,
shortly indicated as the contributions of Neckar, Main, etc.
(see table 1), which means each time the entire increase of the
basin between two Rhine gauges. The discharge from these areas
is indicated by the two straight lines of the group "Tributaries”.
The distance between 2 straight lines f.i. Worms and Mainz
therefore corresponds at a certain value of c exactly with the
abscissa of a point on the line Kleinheubsch at the right hand
Side of the figure, at this same value of c.
The inscribed gauges have been chosen as indication-gauges
of the basin considered. For each of these gauges the connection
between discharge of the basin ascribed to them and the height
have been determined.separately, by correlating the dischargeincrease in the Rhine with the height at this gauge, both with
observance of the correct flow-times. These discharge curves
are always derived from more than one high water . They have
been transferred into fig. 1 in the same, way as has been done
with the S Rhine gauges.
For the difference in discharge Cologne-Kaub, 2 indicationgauges have been taken. On the one side Trier (Treves) with the
real discharge at Trier. Further Kelkofen as an indicator for
the rest of the basin (17000 km2)q
The indication - gauges comprise together 70 % of the riverbasin. The differences in discharge of the Riiine gauges of course
100 $. The heights of the gauges are therefore not always entirely
parallel with the discharge-increases;a dispersion opcurs as a
result of irregularities in the precipitation, in the discharge
thereof and in the flow-times.
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Under flo' -time we understand the time necessary for a wave, to
travel from one place in a river to another.
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Accordingly there is a similar uncertainty in the forecasting.
For the stretch Cologne-Lobith the circumstance must be taken
into account, that during the greater part of the year the•storagebasins of the barrages of the Ruhr etc. are not completely filled.
Calculations have shown that owing thereto 50 % of the natural
discharge is kept back. Hormally the line "Wetter 50
must
therefore be used* Only in the second half of winter or after a
second or third very high highwater "100
comes to be discharged*
The fourfold enlargement in the right hand bottom corner
must be observed to enable the readings at low water levels.
Farther is applied a lO-times narrower height scale above c ■ 0,20,
in order to restrict the height of the diagram. This is to be seen
in a bend ia the lines.
Along the vertical axis is set the' net discharged height of preci¬
pitation in mm/24 h (0,01 m3/sac km2 = 0,364 mm (24 h ). It must
be kept in mind that for the forecasting-method here discussed,
these values donft play a part and owing to this the vertical axis
might have been kept urmaraed.
The flow times of the indicatlon^gauges to the next fihine
gauge below the mouth are inscribed above in‘hours. In order to
find the flow-time to Lobith, the flow time on the Rhine according
to the ciphers of the left hand figure must be added thereto.
By this procedure the variations of the flovf-tiaes at fELictuatlng
water-level are taken into account. For very low water-levels on
the tributaries the flow-times keep increasing strongly. For the
waterstages occurring in the rectangle at the right-hand bottom,
2 x the flow-times, indicated in the upper right, must be taken.
For the line A, giving the discharge-increase from the valley
of the uoper-Rhine, ho indication gauge is given. The e-value, as
indicated by Plochingen or Gundelsheiii must eventually be held.
See further § 3, point 3®.
Fig. 2 gives an ffijampls. The waterstages of Maxau have been taken
as a starting-point, with the aid of fig. 1 these have been eonvented into discharges and inscribed at the date, that this quantity
passes Lobith (about 4 days later). Further has been read from each
indication- gauge in fig. 1 the supply to the Rhine and this has
been added to the afore-mentioned, with due observance of the flow¬
time in fig. 2* Thus has been found:
discharge Maxau * discharge Gundelsheim, * discharge Klein—
heubach + discharge Grolsheim * discharge Trier * discharge Xalkofen + discharge Wetter 50 % - discharge Lobith.
The curve obtained by this addition is from day to day
satisfactorily in accordance with the curve measured at the spot
(waterstages converted into discharges).
I 5. Connection between characteristic stages.
The diagram offers the opportunity to insert various
characteristic water-stages, so that the actual water-stages and
the whole behaviour of the Rhine can be continually seen confronted
therewith. In fig 1 four of these stages have already been inserted.
In the first place the Gl. W. 1952. The points considered fall
nearly without dispersion on the straicht line given at the right
Jiand bottom with this inscriotion. This line expressed in a
"formula reads as follows:
Q » 400 + 0,0035 (F - 17000) m3/sec.
For all Rhine-gauges this formula tallies nearly exactly.
For Lobith this gives however 900 m3/sec. Tne officially accepted
value is 934 m3/sec, with regard to the deduction of ice-days and
the delivery of waterquantities stored in retaining basins in the
Ruhr area.

-5A second line of general importance is that with the
inscription M.V/., showing the average water-stages during the 6
winter months. These are also on a horizontal line and therefore
belong to a homogeneous discharge-situation c = 0,013.
As a third quantity is given the well-known Marke I, the
height at which navigation is liable to restrictions.
Finally is given "Marke II" the highest navigable waterlevel.
These heights have of course no severe hydrologic base and the
points considered therefore lie rather at random in the diagram.
When needed there can be indicated various other characteristic
waterlevels in the diagram, as f.i. the tariff-classes of the
towing fares, depths of fairway, etc. Further the highest levels
having occurred can be easily indicated, as well as generally known
high floods. In fig. 1 a number of them are given by means of
inscription of the relative date.
§ 6o How are highv.aters running in this diagram.
Fig. 3 gives a few phases of the highwater
‘48. The riverlevel is to be seen rising from 22nc^ Dec. up to 28^ Dec. More
exactly is shown the development of the top between Koblenz and
Lobith from 1 to 4 Jan. ihcl. The shape is a protruding peak from
Kaub to Andernaeh, which reaches Cologne after about ^ day and
Lobith after 2' + 1^ ^ 2 days. If Wetter is low, as was the case
here, Lobith lays considerably behina Cologne and the line,
connecting the tops, runs downward. If Wetter is re1atively high,
Lobith runs ahead of Cologne and obtains a relative <Ji,high top.
The standard-direction is given on 7 Jan. It is remarkable,
that during falling river the daily heights, as here on 7 Jan.,
often show a horizontal course.
As concerns the accurrence of high water in general:
the average of the 6 highest high waters 1920-1952 appears to lie
on line H, the average of the next 6 on line M, in fig. 1. As is
to be seen: Rheinfelden starts relatively high, what is to be
expected from the high precipitation and the fast discharge. Until
Maxau a fall occurs. Cause: the rather sharp highwaterpeak from
Rheinfelden is strongly flattened as a result of inundations0 The
weakening may be put at 50% of the discharge curves.
From Maxau to Worms a strong decrease, again due to inundations
(loss: 400 m3/sec for,each m rise in the preceding 24 hours).
Besides because of the top of the Rhine not corresponding with the
top of the Neekar.
•
Then follows, from \v'orms to Mainz, the strongest relative
decrease. Cause: the relative
lot. discharge of the Main, which
produces, by its great length, a broad, flat top.
Usually in Mainz is a prolonged highwater, which relatively
remains rather low. In Kaub the discharge is only 75% of the amount9
that would correspond, according to the net discharge per km2, with
what is to be seen at Maxau. The well-known phenomenon, that the
top-discharge relatively decreases as the basin increases, is here
strongly over-accentuated.
From Kaub to Andernaeh there is again a rise. It is the Moselle,
that places a sharp head on the broad shoulders of Kaub.
The loss
of top-height, suffered original ly, is thereby partly recovered. The
figure illustrates the known fact, that the Moselle determines the
highwater below Koblenz.

Downstreams of the mouth of the Moselle the line f-lls again
according to the normal tendency. It wiH remain necessary to regard
■the figure, created by inserting the heights in the general diagram,
with discrimination and comprehension of the matter.
In fig 4 a typical summer-level is given, i.e. the waterievels
belonging together according to the flow-times 8tn June 1952 at
Kheinfelden until 14th June at Lobitho Of course it would be
absolutely incorrect in this case to "forecast” from the height of
8 June at Rheinfelden, a height of 1550 + ail Lobith.
'
Meanwhile fig. 4 shows hov. the discharge-situation must be
understood. Rheinfelden has at 8 June a discharge of 1100 ra3/sec
(discharge coefficient 1400 ^ 0,04). Lobith has at 14/June 1660
345^0
m3/sec. That is only 260 m3/sec of 125000 km2 river basin. Discharge
coefficient 0,002. The area of the Alps supplied thus relatively
20 x as much discharge, absolutely 5 x as much as the whole notSwiss basin, which comprises 80% of the total area.
Subtracting 1360 m3/sec from all Rhine gauges, the points fall
back on those, shown at the bottom left. It is obvious all waterie¬
vels belong extremely well together. They are somewhat lower than
the Gl.W* *52 and have so little dispersion, that one is inclined
to detect a mistake in the zero-point of the gauges, or to correct
the curves, that were used!
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The manner of forecasting.
The diagram’"allows more than one method of f orecastirg to be applied
1. TJiat does the Upper-Rhine say.
At a certain waterlevel of Maxau or Worms it is to be seen
with one glance, what are the corresponding levels at.the down¬
stream stations.
One has therefore generally to follow the course of H or M|
then one can read immediately the level which is to be expected
at Kaub, Cologne or Lobith.
Starting from Rheinfelden one does always well to reduce the
rise or fall with 50%o Of course one must not be deceived by a
relative
high initial level at Rheinfelden, which is not caused,
by an incidental precipitation, but by the melting of snow (compt

fig. 4)a
Of course this method only gives first global impression0
, However it is easy to see whether particularly critical heights,
indicated ih the diagram, will perhaps be reached.
2* t/hat are the tributaries doing.
In case of the daily levels at the indication-gauges of the
tributaries being gilFen in the right-h ind sheaf .(eventually by
coloured pins), the general level thereof gives a nearer indica¬
tion whether the Rhine upstreams will become higher or lo,.er. IChen
most of the tributaries are Ijring higher than is indicated at the
starting-pdint, the Rhine will -rise downstreams, in the other case
it will fall.
Hum of dischargesA next and important step towards a sharper circumscription
is the measuring of the discharge-contribution. For the indication
gauges show what t hours later is to be given to the Rhine.
Example for calculation of the top-height Kaub on 3 April
1952 at 12 o’clock:
Maxau
2/4 0 u 660 +
2751 m3/see
Gundelsheim
2/4 6 u 495 +
862
”
Kleinheubaeh
2/4 9 u 460 +
820
"
Grolsheim
3/4 6 u ISO +
220
_
calculated discharge
4653
”

1-

-

Hereto belongs a raark 618 -t-.
On 3 April the observed top-height was 618 +, at 13 o'clock.
A great advantage is obtained f'rorji the graphic marking of* the
waterlevelsto be used (f.i. 1 day = 12 mm, 1 .* 20). The waterIqa/gIs are inscribed at the times of observation#
The discharges of the tributaries can be read from fig. 1
but can also be measured from the waterleve1-graph with the aid
of a scale, at which the discharge in m3/sec is directly read and
on which is- also given the flow.-time as far as the outlet into
the Rhine, as far as Cologne and as far as Lobith, so that further
no heed need be taken of the flow-times (fig. 5).
Thereby it is possible to predict as far as the flow-times
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0n, 11 r111 be nGcessal,y to extrapolate
tne water level-curve of a number of indication-gauges.
This extrapolation finds, besides of course in the weather-reports
tS ;®^r^orecastings? a support in fig. 1, where the gauges of
uie tributaries are seen in mutual relation.
S s
4* Discharge-increase method.
Vhen the greatest precision has to be striven at. it is
necessary to work with the discharge-increase method del 0
>-> arted is .. rom a condition 0. At the indication-gauges is
measured *hat is the discharge-increase from day 0 to if 1 L I
fnh?th°
SUI? °f the disoharge-increasesis added to
at
Lobith and the height is read.
,-ri„r,r)'rhs+a^an1:'ffe is: less influence of mistake-sources as
precipitation'/etcfSj 0hanEeS ln the
charge-curves, irregular
§

8 « Corrections

.

can bf“t"enrmorILount?reater aocuraoy- ths
corrections
1* The “direct" rise.
During a strong rainfall the Rhine gauges give, owina- to th#>

gauges IU^arai^e’
■

n0t bs ^hive^frL LelLL^Ln

ar?of

put
be
narrov.rng helov, v.esel 5000 km2. Then the direct suSflf fofPfh.
various Rhine gauges is rendered by the line “Direct suddIv"
Lobith only 50% of this line hOIds good.
Y ’ F°r
snnniv3 n^r?0&^e n0^ e[lOUSh gauges available to measure the direct
supply, one is dependent on a comparison with what haonens
tho
already established indication gauges, especiaily thfh^dly
6
readi^ gauges better, Grolsheim, Kalkofen, Plochingen.

;ws.h*“:”*‘s„-Dssr:ssj
Soneral weakening of top.
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5. Incidental weakening of top.
Another cause of weakening is the setting in of fall before
the flooded banks have reached the height of the undisturbed
top. (In an extreme case this is the flattening of a highwaterpeak in a lake).
a. On account hereof a rise at Rheinfelden has only to be
charged for 50%.
b. Between Maxau and Worms there is a loss of 400 m3/sec per m
rise during the past 24 hours.,
c* From Cologne to Lobith must be reckoned with a loss of 50
m3/sec per m rise during the past 24 hours.
d0 A special case is the filling-up of the walled outer marches
between Duisburg and Lobith, where 60 millions of m3 are
estimated to be storedat waterheights of 1500 a 1530 + at
Lobiljh.
This tapping gives a clearly visible dent in the rise of
highwater at Lobith. In case the top passes exactly on the
moment, that the strongest rise takes place, a decrease of 20
to 25 cm may occur (400 a 500 m3/sec). The rise continuing
until above f»i. 15950 +, no top-weakening takes place. How it
all exactly happens must be calculated groping the v/ay from
case to< case.
4a Reduction supply below Cologne.
The rises in the Ruhr-area are being absorbed for 50% in
the eventually.not yet filled up storage basins. Therefore
generally the line of Wetter 50% must be used, except in the
2^3- half of winter and after the passage of already high highwaters.
§ 90Accuracy. Gain of time.
It is tempting to give a favourable version of the accuracy
in publications. Sometimes there is offered more than is strictly
available. The indication-gauges + Rheinfelden represent together
a river-basin, comprising 70% of the whole. Starting from Kaub
there is included, 'with the indication gauges lower down, 87% of
the basin at Lobith. Starting from Cologne the uncertainty still
amounts to 7 a 8%.
An accuracy of 3% in the calculated discharges must be con¬
sidered as a maximum. The discharge-curves themselves are hardly
more-accurate. This gives for a high peak an uncertainty of 8 cm
at Lobith and 15 to 20 cm at stations higher up. In applying the
discharge-increase method the results are of course somewhat more
favourable and more so, as the forecastingpare executed less far
in advance.
Concerning the time-gain: the largest time-interval is that
from Bazel to Kampen i.e. 9 days. For the Rhine below Koblenz the
Moselle is important; from Trier to Lobith the flow time is 2^to
3 days. For Lobith the extreme with rising wafer then is 4 day^»
With the water falling it is possible to go a few days further
because then the extrapolation of the water-levels is reasonably
feasible. A gain of 12 to 24 hours is still possible in starting
from the data of precipitation. The investigations in this direction
'as far- as the Rhine is concerned, is not yet sufficiently advanced
(6) .
§ 10.Characteristics of. the method applied.
The method described here differs from other methods of fore¬
casting with discnarges in this, that the whole supply from maingauge to main-gauge is worked with.

Further some corrections have been taken into account and
has been taken for Wetter 50%. Fundamentally the grouping of all
data however is given in one single diagram fig. 10 Therein are
comprised the real foundations of forecasting and also the complete
method of forecasting. Besides this diagram offers a possibility
to create a determined graphic survey of the advance of highwater.*
It is essential, that as a foundation of the mutual relations
has been taken the geographic situation and that the incidental
water-levels are introduced into the thus formed scheme.
The practical significance can be summarised in the following
points;
1. For a cursory orientation rapidly consulted,
2. owing to this a better use possible of the time-start.
3. fit to switch over at any moment to an accurate calculation,
4» continuous insight in what the rivers are doing,
5<> insight in the natural connection of the gauge-readings,
6. in diagram characterictic heights can be inserted,
7* inaccurate data easily catch the eye,
8. the lack of data is less inconvenient,
9. forecasting^ can be hitched in at any moment and in any point,
10. the diagram is essentially unchangeable; when a discharge-curve
changes, only the scale along the related straight line has to
be changed. Each gauge can be changed separately.
Conclusions.
As from the preceding has become clear, it is very well poss4t2<
to use all indications.
In case of an expert official service handling this forecastipg
scheme, then a, let us say, rather trustworthy prognosis is possible
Anyhow they will have an insight there in the accuracy, especi¬
ally when extrapolations will have to be used.
The difficulty is: what shall be and what can be made known
of all this. Everyone interested wants to knowfisometiling else, has
other river-reaches in view, another time-interval and also other
tolerations.
If we were to meet these exigences we should have to repeat
the daily list of waterlevels 3 or 5 times. This meets with diffi¬
culties.
Serious objections-also exist against the mentioning of ciphers.
But without these, all remains so hazy, that it makes no sense to
occupy oneself with it.
The other possibility is; put the material at the disposal of
those interested and let them calculate themselves. Everyone can
then look for what he wants to know. He can best judge of hie own
tolerance, bears the responsibility for unfortunately turned out
prognoses.
The dangers are then: dilettantism, This might lead to
disqualification of the available material. Besides exists the
danger of obsolete material remaining in circulation.
Perhaps it is possible to make a trial in putting material at
the disposal of a selected number of people interested and to
discuss the experiences more extensively with them after a certain
lapse of time.
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Daily stage forecastings on the Rhine
Summary.
The method considered here, starts from an addition of the
discharge - of the great tributaries.
The discharge curves of the various olaces are all drawn as
straight lines, the construction being done in such a manner,
that for a permanent discharge condition the corresponding water
stages in principle are situated on straight lines, parallel to
the axis of the discharge quantities.
This has been obtained by taking the gradient of the different
discharge lines inversely proportional to the square area of the
discharge area.
On each discharge line the corresponding waterlevels are
marked as well as the flowing times'^ and a few characteristic
water stages.
It is true there are different causes,owing to which, the connecting
lines of the‘corresponding waterlevels deviate from the straight
course just mentioned, but the original principle gives a loll id st
as well as a mean of control.
The tributaries are represented by one or two standard gauges.
The lateral suoniies, being connected with the water stage' on these
gauges are also represented by straight discharge lines in the same
manner as for the main river.
The outstanding feature of this method is that the whole area
is clearly surveyable, without cross-lines. The main diagram shows
all Rhine gauges in direct connection, as well as the connection
between discharge at each point of the river.
In simple discharge situations a rapid orientation about the
connection of waterlevels is possible. For more, complicated cases
• it is possible to make, more exact calculations using the diagram.
It is obvious that a forecasting for a period of a few days
se with every other method, extrarequests, as is a.lso the
pol-tion of the data.
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